**A Night Divided**
Nielsen, Jennifer
2015
In a single night, East Berlin is cut off from the West by a wall—and Gerta’s family is torn apart.

*J F Nielsen*

**The Benefits of Being an Octopus**
Braden, Ann
2018
Zoey needs eight arms to take care of everyone—especially her three younger siblings—when her mom’s life starts to fall apart.

*J and YA F Braden*

**Blended**
Draper, Sharon
2018
After her parents’ divorce, Isabella feels split in half. She spends one week with Mom, the next with Dad—and their lives are very different.

*J F Draper*

**The Door to the Lost**
Johnson, Jaleigh
2018
Rook’s magic has been acting up lately. When a magically drawn door opens to an unknown forest, a fox boy bursts through to her world.

*J and YA F Johnson*

**The Doughnut Fix**
Janowitz, Jessie
2018
The only good thing about Tristan’s new town is its famous chocolate cream doughnuts—but they haven’t been made in years.

*J F Janowitz*

**Found**
Haddix, Margaret Peterson
2008
Jonah and his new friend Chip both receive identical, unsigned messages: “You are one of the missing.”

*J F Haddix*

**From You to Me**
Holt, K. A.
2018
Amelia’s sister died 3 years ago. When Amelia finds a list of things her sister wanted to accomplish in middle school, she decides she’ll do them.

*J and YA F Holt*

**Inkling**
Oppel, Kenneth
2018
Ethan’s new friend can turn himself into a gorilla, dog, or any emoji. He’s an ink splotch who came alive and is about to transform Ethan’s family.

*J F Oppel*

**Louisiana’s Way Home**
DiCamillo, Kate
2018
Louisiana and Granny drive away from home at 3 a.m. for a “date with destiny.” Louisiana trusts they’ll be home soon.

*J F DiCamillo*

**Mac B., Kid Spy: Mac Undercover**
Barnett, Mac
2018
Mac gets a phone call from the Queen of England. The Crown Jewels have been stolen and the Queen wants Mac to find them.

*J F Barnett*

**Merci Suárez Changes Gears**
Medina, Meg
2018
Merci doesn’t go on fancy vacations like her classmates, but she has a close knit family, including her beloved grandfather, Lolo.

*J F Medina*

**Nowhere Boy**
Marsh, Katherine
2018
Max is an American kid living in Brussels for a year. When an orphaned Syrian refugee hides in Max’s basement, the two boys meet.

*YA F Marsh*
**Nonfiction**

- **Avalanche Dog Heroes**
  Rusch, Elizabeth
  J 636.7088 RUS

- **The Big Book of Laugh-Out-Loud Jokes for Kids**
  Elliott, Rob
  J 818.602 ELL

- **Countdown: 2979 Days to the Moon**
  Slade, Suzanne
  J 629.45 SLA

- **Hey, Baby!**
  Drimmer, Stephanie
  J 591.392 DRI

- **The Tarantula in My Purse**
  George, Jean Craighead
  J 639.9 GEO

**Graphic Novels**

- **Sanity & Tallulah**
  Brooks, Molly
  J 741.5 BRO

**Fiction**

- **Small Spaces**
  Arden, Katherine
  2018
  J and YA F Arden

- **Squirm**
  Hiaasen, Carl
  2018
  Billy can barely remember his dad. When he uncovers his address, not even a grizzly bear and a poacher can stop Billy from trying to find him.
  J and YA F Hiaasen

- **Stuck in the Stone Age**
  Rodkey, Geoff
  2018
  An accidental ride in a time machine leaves Tom and Marisa stranded in 10,000 B.C., facing down angry cave men and a saber tooth tiger.
  J F Rodkey

- **Whatshisface**
  Korman, Gordon
  2018
  Cooper is the new kid at school, again, and no one knows his name—until his phone is haunted by a ghost from Shakespeare’s time.
  J and YA F Korman

Jackson County Library’s booktalk program serves fourth through sixth grade classes in Jackson County. The program is supported by a bequest from the Kenneth A. and Lucille D. Hulbert Family Trust.
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